Laminated composites are materials with complex architecture made of continuous fibers (usually glass or carbon) embedded within a polymeric resin. The properties of the raw materials can vary from one point to another due to different local processing conditions or complex geometrical features for example. A first step towards the identification of these spatially varying material parameters is to image with precision the displacement fields in this complex microstructure when subjected to mechanical loading. Secondary electron images obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and then numerically deformed are post-processed by either local subset-based digital image correlation (DIC) or global finite-element based DIC to measure the displacement and strain fields at the fiber-matrix scale in a cross-ply composite. It is shown that when global DIC is applied with a conformal mesh, it can capture more accurate local variations in the strain fields as it takes into account the underlying microstructure. In comparison to subset DIC, global DIC is better suited for capturing gradients across the fiber-matrix interfaces.
Introduction
The structural properties of carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRPs) are strongly related to their micro-structure and micro-mechanical behavior. The local behaviors of both the matrix and the fiber-matrix interface play an important role in the way the degradation mechanisms (such as initiation and percolation of cracks) develop and spread [1] . When the material is subjected to controlled mechanical loading, high-accurate kinematic fields obtained from the full field measurement can be used to access the material constitutive relations [2, 3] . The unique features of DIC (Digital Image Correlation) make it a very convenient and fast tool to track and measure such complex displacement fields at the low scale, opening new directions towards a better evaluation of mechanical properties of both the matrix and the fiber-matrix interface.
In the complete approach, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is used to record high-resolution images at different loading stages. These images are then numerically compared in order to evaluate the map of relative displacement fields between the different configurations [4] . Two main DIC techniques are available for image processing, local subset-based DIC [5] and global FE-based DIC [6] . In subset DIC, the region of interest ROI within the image is discretized into subsets which are independently correlated, the result being a displacement vector for each subset. Displacements between two subsets are a prior not related during the correlation process. On the other hand, global DIC uses finite elements to interpolate the displacement field over the whole ROI. The mesh may be built to consider the main micro-structural features to yield a better strain measurement. Most of the current work has been performed using subset DIC [7] , but the intense gradient in the strain at the fiber-epoxy interface is greatly smoothened because of the inability of the subset-based approach to handle the strain discontinuity between dissimilar materials. A detailed comparison work between the subset-based DIC and the global FE-based DIC has been recently reported in [8] .
Our objective in this paper is to better resolve the displacement and strain fields at the fiber-matrix scale, even close to the fiber-matrix interface. This is a first proof of concept in which the displacement is not experimentally generated, but real experimental reference images are first deformed numerically. FE-based global image correlation, where the FE mesh is conformal to the underlying micro-structure heterogeneity, is applied to numerically deformed SEM speckle images at the fiber matrix scale. The global FE-based DIC will be compared with local subset-based DIC to demonstrate whether it can better capture sharp gradients in the kinematic fields across interfaces. The sources of error in the displacement fields obtained from SEM images will be analyzed, in order to give a more practical road to the actual experimental implementation.
A short introduction of DIC which highlights the differences between the subset and FE-based techniques (Sec. 2) follows this introduction. Then, the procedures for specimen preparations in order to obtain actual SEM speckle images are detailed in Sec. 3, the sources and correction principles of distortion in SEM imaging is discussed in Sec. 4, and finally the implemented results of the strain measurement of numerically deformed SEM speckle images by the global FE-based DIC, and the comparison of the subset-based DIC and the global FE-based DIC are demonstrated in Sec. 5.
2.
Subset and global correlation DIC is an effective and practical technique to achieve the full-field measurement. DIC has the advantages of scalability and non-intrusiveness. Two main techniques are applied in the DIC algorithm, one is the subset DIC and the other one is the global FE-DIC. A short review of these two methods is presented in this section.
In the subset DIC, a square subset window centered at the point P(‫ݔ‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ) in the reference image is correlated to find a corresponding area in the deformed image [4] . The displacement mapping function (for example, Eq. 1) is usually assumed to represent the uniform subset deformation, where Q(‫,ݔ‬ ‫)ݕ‬is a position in the reference subset, and Q'(‫̅ݔ‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ത) is the corresponding position in the deformed subset, as showed in Fig. 1 a) . This independent correlation algorithm will result in non-compatibility on the boundary of adjacent subsets. 
In the global FE-DIC, the whole ROI is discretized into finite elements linked by nodes. A set of global interpolation functions ܰ (݅ = 1,2, ⋯ , ݉) are applied to the nodal displacement ‫ݑ(‬ ప ෝ , ‫ݒ‬ ప ෝ) (݅ = 1,2, ⋯ , ݉) [6] . Given that ‫,ݔ(‬ ‫)ݕ‬ is an arbitrary point in the reference image, and ‫̅ݔ(‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ത) represents the corresponding point in the deformed image, Eq. 2 gives the displacement mapping between the reference and the deformed images. The compatibility of the displacement field is satisfied since all nodal displacements are correlated dependently. The advantages of the global method using conformal mesh is the ability to capture the large strain gradient at the dissimilar material interface. . the correlation procedure using global FE-based DIC
3.

Specimen preparation
Actual speckle images acquired under the SEM will be post-processed by both subset DIC and global FE-DIC.
The [0 2 /90 10 ] s cross-ply plate is made by stacking prepregs (300mm × 300mm) provided by HexPly ® M21. This 6mm thick plate is made to laterally suit in the tensile machine, to be observed in the transverse direction, Fig. 2 a) .
In order to view the distribution of fibers under the SEM, the sample is cut into small specimens with a dimension of 60mm × 6mm × 2mm (length × width × thickness). The sanding process is conducted following an order of 320-500-1000-2400-4000 and a sequential 3 microns-1 micron polishing process. The root mean square of surface roughness ܴ = 0.32ߤ݉ is obtained by a Zygo profiler after sanding and polishing, which indicates the surface smoothness limit of the as-prepared specimens.
Specimens are carefully imprinted with a nanoparticle-based speckle pattern for the DIC implement. At first, a 5-minute plasma surface treatment is applied to increase the hydrophilicity. A deionized water solution with a concentration of 1% w/v of PS (polystyrene) nanoparticles (diameter 173 nm) is spin coated to have a uniform nanoparticle distribution on the specimen surface. a). b). c).
Fig. 2 a)
. 24-layer specimen observed laterally in the transverse direction. b). 3D surface profile from the Zygo profiler: the higher red region shows the fiber rich region, while the blue region is the matrix rich region. c). Speckle image with 173nm PS nanoparticles under SEM at the 10,000 magnification
4.
SEM imaging distortion
In the following, the surface fiber distribution is observed under SEM via the secondary electron (SE) detector with an accelerating voltage of 5kV and a spot probe size of 2.5.
SEM imaging can be polluted by specific error sources such as drift that would not appear in classical optical imaging. In the SEM, an electron beam probes one position at each time, and the emerging signals of that position are collected by the SE detector. In this rasterization scanning, different motion could happens between pixels images at different time, which is known as drift distortion [9] . The scanning behavior of the SEM is shown as straight lines with arrows in Fig. 3 , where the blue frame represents the acquired image.
Besides, the scanning positions and the signals collection in the SEM are controlled by voltage, leading to a more complex spatial distortion compared to optical systems. A nonparametric surface fitting method, rather than the parametric method commonly applied in the lens distortion, has to apply to correct the spatial distortion in the SEM [9, 10] . a).
b). The principle procedure of correcting both the drift and spatial distortion is listed in the reference [9, 11] , as shown in Fig. 4 . This calibration procedure consists of 9 steps, and two images are acquired at each step to extract drift displacements. The drift distortion is corrected at first. The drift correction gives 9 drift-free images, and then the spatial distortion correction is applied to these remaining 9 images.
In this research, distorted images are simulated based on actual drift parameters, artificial spatial functions and SEM speckle pattern images. The effectiveness of the distortion correction is demonstrated through numerical calibration procedure. 
5.
Numerical examples
Actual speckle images acquired under SEM with random and uniform speckles on the isolated fiber region are selected as the reference images, which are deformed numerically in the following simulation examples. Validation of the drift distortion method is demonstrated at first, and then followed by the discussion about the global FE-DIC implementation.
Drift correction
Simulated drift images are numerically deformed from one actual SEM speckle image with an artificial drift velocity. Drift displacements derived from the correction method are compared to prescribed artificial displacements to evaluate the quality of the correction procedure.
To capture the drift behavior on the Quanta 600 SEM, the speckled specimen, which was clamped in the micro-tensile machine to present a same configuration as the actual experiment, was observed under SEM. 60 images were obtained within 2 hours without any specimen movement at three different magnifications. Image sequences are analyzed by a commercial subset DIC software Vic2D and the average frame displacements against the ending time of each scan is plotted in Fig.  5 . An average drift velocity was found to be 0.2 pixels per minute (both in x and y direction) at 10,000 magnification. It is derived by dividing the final displacement by the total time period. a). b).
Fig. 5. Average SEM drift displacements versus the ending time of each scan: a). in x direction (horizontal), b). in y direction (vertical)
The prescribed drift velocity in the numerical simulation is chosen to be 0.2 pixels per minute, to be representative of the actual drift distortion under SEM at 10,000 magnification. As described above, the calibration procedure consists of 9 pairs of images. The drift correction method gives the drift displacement of the first image in each pair, which is compared to the prescribed drift displacement. The average correction error is represented by the difference between output displacements from the correction and prescribed drift displacements, which are listed in Table 1 . Since the first image of the first step is set as the reference with a zero input drift displacement and zero corrected output displacement, the error is zero demonstrated in Table 1 .
Table 1. Drift Correction Error
Step No. 
Spatial correction
The spatial distortion is numerically simulated by applying an artificial distortion to each image. Such spatial distortion could be corrected by using the distortion correction module of the commercial subset DIC software Vic2D
Artificially prescribed spatial distortion functions are shown in Fig. 6 , which have very different shapes from the conventional optical distortion function. The standard deviation of displacement fields before and after the distortion correction module is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Since only rigid body translation is performed during the calibration procedure, the spatial distortion is represented by large standard deviation values. The dramatically drop of standard deviation values demonstrate a successfully correction on the spatial distortion. a).
b). 
Global DIC Implementation
The global FE-DIC requires three input files: two speckle images of different configurations, an initial guess of the displacement field and the nodal data of the conformal mesh. The procedure flow is showed in Fig. 8 .
A uniaxial deformation is simulated to an isolate fiber region containing only two circular carbon fibers, and it is solved with a highly refined mesh in ABAQUS. The displacement field from ABAQUS is used to numerically deform the reference speckle image, while the strain field will be used to compare with the subset DIC and the global FE-DIC output displacement fields.
Because of the non-linear feature of the global F E -DIC, the Newton-Raphson method is applied in the algorithm. It is very vital to choose a good initial guess, to have faster and more accurate iteration results. During this simulation, the commercial subset DIC software Vic2D is applied to obtain initial displacement fields, which are interpolated to give initial nodal displacements.
The conformal mesh is essential to better capture the sharp strain gradient at the fiber-matrix interface. Since the preknowledge of the distribution of different materials is easily obtained from high magnification SEM images, conformal mesh is able to well capture the geometry, reducing interpolation errors across the interface. Node information of conformal quadratic elements is extracted from ABAQUS and then input into the global FE-DIC algorithm. After having obtained the nodal displacements from the global FE-DIC method, the displacement field is obtained from the interpolation of finite element shape functions. The displacement field may be noisy because of speckle, mesh and image noise, which could result in larger error when deriving strain field. The SG (Savitzky-Golay) filter is applied to reduce the displacement noise, improving the strain accuracy. However, a large strain window will introduce large smoothen effect, and decrease the quality of strain field especially at the interface. The size of the strain window is carefully chosen to have more accurate strain with less smoothen effect.
A strain window with a size of 19 pixels is chosen in this simulation configuration. The strain field ‫ܧ‬ ௫௫ is shown in Fig. 9 , with a high strain between two fibers, which is compliant with the FEM strain field. A strain comparison plot along a horizontal line, combined with speckle and mesh information, is also shown in Fig. 9 . It is obvious that the green line (global FE-DIC data after SG filter) shows better properties at the fiber-matrix interface compared to the red line (subset DIC data from Vic2D). a). b).
Fig. 9
The global FE-DIC strain field results with the strain window with a size 19 pixels. a). The strain contour of the ‫ܧ‬ ௫௫ strain field. b).The strain field comparison along a horizontal line combined with the speckle and mesh information between: the direct global FE-DIC result (blue), the global FE-DIC result after the SG filter (green), the subset DIC Vic2D result (red) and the FEM result (yellow)
Conclusion
The drift correction method and a global FE-DIC algorithm with a conformal mesh on numerically deformed SEM speckle images are implemented in this work. The effectiveness of the drift correction method is demonstrated by numerical experiments using simulated drift SEM speckle images. The global FE-DIC, where conformal quadratic elements are assembled through the commercial software ABAQUS, has the ability to better capture the large gradient at the fiber-epoxy interface. The strain fields from subset DIC, the global FE-DIC and the FEM along a horizontal line across the ROI are compared, and the global FE-DIC shows better consistency with FEM at the fiber-matrix interface.
In conclusion, the global FE-DIC using a conformal mesh could improve the ability to capture strain fields at the fibermatrix interface compared to the subset DIC. Following this numerical validation and analysis, actual in situ SEM tensile/compressive experiments will be conducted and acquired images will be post-processed by both, the distortion correction method, and the global FE-DIC, to obtain more accurate displacement and strain fields within actual CFRPs under actual experiments.
